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ABSTRACT

1Computer-Based,Messaging Systems (CBMS) are becoming a c'Ommpnplace fea-

ture of the modern organization. In ordei.. 4o better 'understand the

social: impacts of such technologies, a.study,of a.recently-implemented

4 computer-based messagin,g system-was undertaken.at a large, private uni-
t

versi y: Questionnaires and interviews were administered to high-level.

%in strative user-4 at two time periods, and to'expeienced CBMS users,

w 1o w re computer services personnel. Results generally replicate pre-

vious research on the sabiect,. such as finding overall satisfaction with

pthe-s stem, positive but' not extreme benefits, early stability and ,

* decli e in system usage, generaT,agreement concerning tasks for which

CBMS se-is-;-appropriate, and an increase in ,users' communication-,net-

works. The typical association of-system use with these reported Out

comes was also found, but more complicated and -Consequential associa-

tion between reported.outcomes and wmedia styles" indicated that simple

.system use is a significant predictor of few oUtcomes while' preferences

for peciiic communication channels do predict outcomes. Implications

for rganizations implemepting CAMS are discussed.
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ELECTRONIC MESSAGING IN ail UNIVERSITY ORGANIZATION

The development of sophisticated, telecommunications hardware and

software has given rise to international networks (Roberts, 1978) for.

the transmission of information. Thi; same telecommunications technol-

ogy has made possible local networks, Ach can connect individuals

within communities of any size, configuration and purpose.

.These telecommunications networks are used inceeas.ingly. for the

exchange of messages between users: The 'Advanced Research Projects .

/ Agency network (the ARPANET), for example, was established so-that goy-

/ dernment-funed researchers could have access to host-computers at other
,

locations,,but instead was used' predominantly for messaging; the ARPANET
messaging facility quickly grew to account for most of the total, network

communication (Licklider and zza, 108)4

Digital, networks ha've become an important means.for human communica-

tion, 'as:many organizations have ,adopted computer-based messaging sys-

tems (pBrill to facilitate their intra-organizational communication. The

popular names for such systems range from "electronic mail" to "computer

4
Conferencfhg" to "office automation" (Hiltz and Turoff,. 1978; Pankc,

1980; Rice, 1980a; Ohlig, Farber and Bair, 1979).

With the increasingly widespread implementation and Use of such tech-

nologies is associated a host of potential social and organizational

impact. Research about such impacts is well:established and is

briefly noted in the section on Research Questions.. Designers, vendors';,

organizational mahagers pnd users alike are becoming more aware of the

need teunderstand and, where possible, control these impacts: The

present analysis continues in thiS tradition.of understanding uses and

impacts of CBMS in organizdtional settlings.

4 1

THE TERMINALS FOR MANAGERS PROGRAM

The Terminals for Managers (TFM) program is a pilot DBMS program

intended' to facilitate communication within the ,administration of - a

major west coast Olversity, 'and eventually to prov.0de other manaveffient

aids, in the fashion of a Decision Support System Keen and Scott Mor-

ton, 1978). The objectives of the program were 1) to introduce Tan.agers

"to CBMS, and 2)- to facilitate further diffusion of such commUh4Cation

technology'and service throughout the university by publicizing the TFM,

experiences of these high- status users.

TFM software, includes facilities for the creation, -shani storage

and retrieval of messages. In addition to text-'editing features

.include."diStribUtion lists" (allowing the user to send the me message

to a pre - determined gralp of individuals); a "cc" function,(allowing the

user to send collies to otherindividuals)4 on-line "FieIp" with TFM.pro-
.

cedures; topic summaries, and receipt notification for messages; a "tick-

ler" function (for-deferral of a message to apre-determined date);

reply, forwal-ding,delot,R and listing functioes; an on-line user direc-

tory; immediate user notification -of new mail received; pnd others.' The
o
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TFM system allows message'retrieva by subject, keywords, dates, and

author. TFM also allows access other computer operationi, including

a fife system for storage of text or data, 'a text-formatter . for the

production of documents, comprehensive data-processing, and a general-

ized retrieval system to access university-'related databases.

, RESEARCH QUESTIONS

A variety of usage, attitude, and impact questions were devised From
prior research on the impacts of.CBMS, the policy objectives of the pro-

-
gram developer an'd formative evaluation interviews. From this wide

..\t-Trange of question we primarily discuss results related to managerial

communication. We choose this emphasis because, as Bair (1979, 1980) '

demonstrates, the real payoff in tBMS lies in their use by managers (who
spend a large proportion of their time communicating),, and because TFM

was designed for such managerial use. e .. \
. ,

0

Below we' present the five categories of research -questions consId-

ered, and some orthe major sources of reviews of each category: .

(1) What, are the patterns of system use over time? ,

. (Hiltz C Turoff, 1978; Rice, 1980b)
(2) For which tasks is the use of CBMS appropriate?

(Hiltz C rerr, 1981; Johansen, 1977; Rice, 1980a;

Short, Williams C Christie, 1976)
(3) How is CBMS use related.to impacts and benefits?

. (Bair, 1980; Kling, 1980;. Moss, 1981;

Uhlig, Farber C°Bair, 1979) .

,

(4) How are intra-organizational' communication networks
affected by CBMS?
(Farace, Monge C Russell, 1977; Hiltz C Kerr, 1981;
Hiltz C Turoff, 1978; Keen, 1981;,

Rogers C Agarwala-Rogers,'1976;!Rogers E Kincaid,1981)
(5) What roles do social distance and preferences for

different medirplay in CBMS use and impacts?
(Johansen', 1971:- Short, Williams C Christie, 197()

.

Beginnin
offices of
were made avai

EVALUATION METHOD

11.
.., .

'in August, 1980, -computer terminals were installed in the - ,

ome 8.0 senior-level universitymana ers. Portable terminall,

ble to those managers who wi od to use the system while

travelling or at home. This particular
equipment, connect time, and computer time
,encourage initial u6'e (thus, asswith many
necessarily apOlicable to fully- implement

costs). Each user receivedersonal trai
their assistants take part in Ihis trdining

of users was provided,

of charge, in order to

t systems, ilesults are ,not -

,systems which charge full
and some users also had

Among the approximately,200 staff membe of the computer. services

division (CS) (which provided TFM) 110 had chosen to adopt the TFM mes-

saging syStem at the time of the survey. Thehe CS staff were all expe=
rienced computer users, and nearly of all them had been using a similar,

ble less sophistiCated, messaging syst'em before adopting the TFM pack,

(/
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, age. While a few of., those surveyed were fullttime managers,. the

majority Rorked as user consultants, iqstructors, and computer program-

mers..

,

This paper reports on replication and exploratory results across user

groups and time periods. Results from research questions 1, 2 and 5 are

compared across WO user.groups--- managers and CS personnel'--. in an

a tempt to, understand how user evaluations of CBMS are inflUenced by

differential experience with, use of, and preference for, CBMS. Results

0 from research'questions 1 throuljh 4 for the managert group are compared

across two time periods. Research question 5,,,js more exploratory in

nature, as we hope to qualify some of the more straightfoward results

found in the earlier literature.
i

A set'of questionnaires for the two user groups was developed,

reflecting the evaluation goals*noted above. Prior research indicated

higher and more unstable usage during one's introduction to a CBMS than

at Pyer periods, so two waves of questions were administered. The

group -Cihich we discuss here is the primary group of managers (N=89), who

received a time one (Ti) questionnaire within 10 weeks of being intro-

duced to TFM, and a time two (T2) questionnaire from two to five months

lat. .
Response rates, for T1 and T2 were, respectively, 83 percent

(N=74) and 75 percent (N=67). Not all respondents answered both clues-
. tfonnaies, or all questions on each questionnaire. Sample sizes will

be
-..,

report0 appropriately. The 110 CS staff received a shorter version

Of the 72 questionnaire, which e>2cluded questions inappropriate for

exerienced users of computer messaging. The response rate for the CS

groOp was 60% (N=66). This qdestionnaire and the T2 managerial ques-

tiontlaire were administered within three weeks of one another.

RESITS

Usage of 1/he System
t9r

The primary variables which reqr6sentiuse of TFM, ang measures of

some potential causes" of some (positive and negath7e) impacts, for

each time period, include:
(1) frequency of use, or numbeTliof times per day one used TFM;

(2) duration of use, or'number'of minutes per day onelused

i3 potential experience, or umber of Weeks ale had been using TFM.

Table One provides descriptive statistics for the variables..

Reported measures,of. frequency and duration of use are reliable

across time, each correlating significantly and strongly (R=.67, .45,

respectively; p's (.001) (although this does'not 'necessarily indicate

that repondents are accurately reporting their uiage). Neither measure

correlates Significantly wiihrexperience at time one, although. both

approach significance (frequency: R=.22, p<.05; dUratidn: p<.05)

at lime two. These.relati,orishipl are not strong enough to prevent the.

feeling that.Usage does not increase with simple. exposure to the system.

(For example, dissatisfiell. or low. users May not, have completed the T2

suestienn V ,sameaire.. Indeed, e ,same two correlations based only upon users

3
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TABLE 1. Frequency and Duration of System Usage.

Iv

Variable Time N 'Mean S.D, Median Max

Frequency T1 74 4.1 5.1 2.8 38

(a) T2 65 2.6 2,1 2.1 11

(c) CS 66 6...4 8.5 4.5 58

Duration , Ti 73 39.4 43.2 29.9 300

(b) T2 64 36.7 31.9 30.1 150

(d) CS 66 92 170 59.2 210

Experience -. Ti 7.1 12..2 4.7 22--

'T2 89 19.3 6.7 39

For T -tests of chaHgbs over time,:
(a) T=2.58,N=50, p<.02
(b) T= :51, N=487 p<.6

For unequal variance T-tests over time:
(c) .T=3.27,,p<.01
(d) T= .12, p>.40

fi

for whom there were data on correlated variables at both time periods,

dropped to .-07-..09.), Thus, usage level; may simply be an. individual

trait, for those who accept these kinds, of technologies, .rather than a

function of ta technology. As might be expected, CS perionnel reported

using TM more frequently and/With greater duration,

Concbrning changes in use between T1 and 12, there was no significant

difference in, the values of the duration measure. The slight drop in

mean Uration js,largely due abgew extremely high usage values' at T1

whi h clined (e.g,, from 300 mi utes to 150 Minutes' for one respo -
de t;a)most.onevhaff of the T1 re ondents reported usage of between 0

and 90 minutes per day, while only a4out 30 percent of the T2 respo

dents claimed this;' also note the maximum values in Table One). HoW--

ever, the-decline in the values of the frequency measure was signifi-

cant. These-dierences in deq,lines show an overall tendency to use TFM

lets over time, but perhaps to use TFM more efficiently, by logging-on.

fewer times while staying on the same total number of minutes. Because

frequency and duration correlated highly at° both 1 and T2

p<.001), and b'ecause duration is both stable and unaffected by effi-

ciency concerns, we use duration as,the primay measure of Usage in ,

several of the subsequent analyses.
.

As is'typical of communication participation measures, these two var-

iables were negatjvely exponentially distributed (aeslightly indicated

when means' and medians in Table One are compar'ed, but 'confirmed when,

tested.) The two sets of variables were recate'orized into meaningful

and normally distributed values. frequencies ih categories (as shown in

Table Two) held well across time, and tests for normality indicate that

`the recategorized variables, as well as for the experience variable, are

si



satisfactorily distributed (skewness p's'>.4 to .98; kurtosis p's >.06

to .9).

Appropriateness of CBMS for Various Tasks

.

.Table Three shows that respondents felt that TFM was appropriate for

`theki\ns of tasks requiring less social interaction, less social inti-

macy. The results conform to most prior research on appropriateness of

'CBMS. We pbt't out here that the Short, etal._ (1976) book (which ini-
tiated these appropriateness measures) is a very important-foundation

for understanding how to apply communication technologies to group com-

munication: one particularly crucial point is that, for certain tasks,

mediated communications are noticeably more appro6riate'than face-to-

face communication, and in some* cases produce more accurate personal

evalua inns ofthe interaction.
.

.

The earlier literature on appropriateness had a hopeful twist -- some

o the less appropriate uses earned more appropriate ratings by respon-

dents after adVitional experience with and use of communication technol-

ogies, including a CBMS. Here, however, with continued (between Ti and

T2) use, ther:e is a very slight tendency to feel that initially less

appropriate uses become even less appropriate.
-

Fcir every, task 40Cept "exchanging information"--(and this difference

was not significant). CS.personhel were more".,favorable tdwardsTFM as an

appropriate medium than were the university managers. The differences .

between the' CS.'and 72 users in "inappropriate" responSes were quite

striking, however; these results seem to indicate that a.C13mS does not

seem as impersonal 'to experienced computer users as it does to the cas-'

ual user.
_

4..

.

.

When positive responses to all tenoippropriateness measures are sum-:

med, and taken tobe an' overall TFM tppropriateness score, the change,

between the mean 'score ,forJI (5.62, s.d.=I.6) iind that of T2 (5.66,

was -,not significant (T=.18, p>.8, ii=50)--.- Overall appropri-
ateness does associate significantly with both recoded measures of usage

(but weakly: for duration, R=.24, p<:03, N=6.2; for frequency, R=.2,

p<.06, H=60). Moreover,for the 23 users having- responses to any appro-

priateness measure and whose reported usage frequency was "high" or

"heavy", the overall aptropriateness score was higher thin average, at Ti

(5.87) and rose to an even higher (but'not quite signiftcantly differ-
ent: TF-I.63, p<.12) level (6.35) at T2. When the same overall appopri-

ateness measure is calculated for-the CS us2rs, the result is a higher=

level of overall appropriate;es -fox TFM: a mean score, of 6.49 (s.d.=

1.9) versus,an average of 5.66 (s.d.=1.8) for the. managers. The CS

users' score is. very close the T2 appRopriateness store (6.35) for '

e 23 (***) managerial users who responded to at least. 'one appropriate-

ness measure and who wore heavy sys em users.

In summary, our results supp rt t e findings of earlier investiga-
.

tions of the appropriatenesi of comp er-mediated communications, with °

resperio which kinds of comfnunicatio asks may-be appropriately per -

forrnegl via CBMS. However, overall appropriateness does not signifi-



TABLE 2. Descriptive-Statistics of-Recategorized.
Frequency and Duration Measures.

Usage Categories
by User Group

Managers

V

Frequency: :.

Low (once) 8 11.4 17. -27.9

Medium (twice) 20 28.6 19 31:1

High (3 or 4 times) 23 32.9 15 24.6

Heavy (more . ?

than 4 times") 19 27.1 10 16.4

Totals (a) 71 100.0% 61 100.0%

Duration:
Low (<16 minutes) 22 31.0 21 33.3

.Medium (17-60 min.) 39 54.9 35 55.6

High (..> 61 minutes) 10 14.1 7 11..1

TotalS (b)

Computer Services

't

.70 100.0% 61 100:0%

Frequency:

Low (once) 4 6.3

Medium or 3 times) 23 35.9

High (4t6 9 times) 22 34.4

Heavy (more than
.8 times) . . 15 23.4 .

Questionnaire AdministratiOn

Time 1 Time2

N Percent N Percent

Totals 64 100.0%

)

nDuratio:
Low (<'21 minutes)' 14.

Medium (2170 min.) 33

High (> 91 iriptes) '14

Totals , 61 100.0%

(a) T-Test: T=4.26, N=48,. p<.001
(b) T-Test: T= .52, N=49, p(.6

1

23.0

54.0

23.0

44-
6
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cantly improve over tia me, and some' specifiA c tasks show declines in

, appropriateness. We have also found some interesting differences

between hes of users on the appropriateness 'of the medium for some

purposes. In general, those of our respondents who were most familiar

with CBMS Or who came to use TFM heavily were more likely to find it a

substitutable medium for face-to-face communication. Even as personal
.

an activity as "getting to know someone" was considered fair game for

the messagingasystem by a third of our CS respondents.it
Impact on Communication Contacts

I

One indicator of changes in communication habits and contacts is

whether one received messages from, or sent massages to, people whom one
did not telephone or write to before TFM was implemented.

. .

At 12, 43 percent of the 58 managers who responded to this question

reported %ending new communications and reported receiving new communi-

cations, while the same percentage reported neither sending nor receiv-

ing such contacts. Fourteen percent reported not sending new contacts

but did report receiving such contacts. ,
This:association at'T2 between

-1, these two measures is highly significant (Chi - square = 30.3, p<.001).

'As the users are high-le(tel Managers, these increases in sending new

communications would be primarily lateral apd, downward in direction.

F filermore, we do'nOthave data indicating who communiateb to whom: but

op\en-ended in.tervieWs revealed that the highest level personnel began

receiving messages from lotier-10,e1 personnel as well as from the CS

staff. The increase iln ammunication'contacts could' have been either
beheficial or disadvantageousP. not all managers wanted all of these new

contacts.' However, the'increases are' dramatic. Sending messbges.tonew

contact4 is an active proceti, though: not Surftisingly,, a manager who.

used TFM more tended slightly to send messages to more new contactS

(with frequency, R=.28, p<.02, 'N =57; with duration, R=.32, p<,608,
.

N=50), and, typically is,not one to report that recipients of his or her
Oes*ages did not reciprocate (there were no cases of this at 1.2). ,But

receiving new contacts is more passive'and may alsb be somewhat'due to

o the attraction of communicating with high-status organizational members;

thusIonly.higher duration"(frequency, R=...17, p<:'12,.'N=56;, duration,

,R=.31, p<.01,.14=58) is equalfy'related illth that proCess.
.1

.444

Thus. a near pajority of the respondents reported increased communi-

cation' contacts with heavier users tending to report even greater

inc're

nicat

set in the active aspect of the process. Changes in these commu-

on patterns were not associated with the resondent's managerial

unit Or status (measured, in a variety of ways) however; this result

indiCates that it is the job or personality traits associated with

higher\tusage hat leads to more -contacts, and not the organizational

identity y of the respondent.
1

\

Work.Benefits-of TFM

-

In an attempt to assess qualitatively theNgrefits.of using TFM, res-

pondents were also asked a variety of questions concerning the perceived

. effects'of TFM on the quantity and qualityof their work:" on their use

7
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TABLE 3. Appropriateness of TF for Various Tasks.

Task

Exchanging Information

Asking Questions

Exchanging Opinions

Staying in Touch

Generating Ideas

DecisionMaking

Percentage Responding:

Time N Appropriate Inappropriate

T1 73 95.9 4.1

T2 66 1.00,.0

CS 66 '97.0 3.0

Ti 73
T2 64

CS 64

T1 71

T2 63

'.CS 66

Ti 71

T2' 63.

CS 64

T1 72

52 63

CS 64

T1 66

T2 60

-CS 55

Exchanging Confidential T1 67

Information T2 60

cS

Resolving Disagreements , a T1 68'

T2 59

'CS 59

.,

Letting to Know Someone T1 71 15.5

T2 62 . 14.5

CS 59 33.9
a,

a

.Bargaining/Negotiating T1 67' 14.9

T2 jt 6 1 ' .
18:0

1

:--CS 62 32' 3

o?. %

93.2

9S:0

100.0

O

87.3,

81.0
95.5

6.8
5.0

--7

12.7

19.0

4.5

80:3' r9I7

84.1 15.9

89.1 '7 10.9

81.9 : 18.1,

73.0 27%0

89.1 '10:9

'51.5 48.5'

46.7 53.3

64.5 34.5

29.9

30.0

39.4.

20.6

15.3

35.6'

70.1.

76.0

54.4

84.7
64.4

84.'5

85.5
66.1

85.1

82.0 .

67.7.,

.no

9
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o the teiephoee andtpaper, 'tn't1713';';'-benefit ratio of using TFM,, and

ow difficult it, woufd be to give up 4F441... Tab14 Four presents the sum-s

I. (

.

c.

. TABLE 4. Report,ed Effects and Benefits of TFM,

Percent Responding: _

Signif- Some- . Scive-_. Signif-
.

.

icantly what No what icantly- t

,Effect Time N REDUCED change INCREASED ..

. .

4

Telephone: ,

4

# Calls made TI, 72 15.3 54.2 30.6

- T2 .64 21.9 45:3'.% 32.8
,

#,Cglls t-eceived" T1 '72 12:5 52.8- 34.7 ---

,-- T2,-, 64 , 18.8 43.8 35.9' 1.6

Paper:

C'AmOunt produced Ti 72 13.9- 4-3.1 ',38.9' 4.2 --- ,

%\.
T2 64 15.6, 39.1 39.1 '4.7' 1.6

'4irnount received 14 72. 5.6 38.9- 5,0.0 4.2 1.4
; \

. T2 64 10.9 S4.4 46.9 4.7, 3.1,
.

lipek:
4 P ' 4.4.....

,,iitiant i t y Ti 72- 5.6 ' 51.4 37.5 5.6 e

'4 Ar ' T2 62. 1.6 53.2 38.7 6.5

QuO,ity -NT1 72 1.5 --- 62.7 31..3 .' 4.5

,\ - T2 67 --: 1.6 - .67.7- 25.8 4.8

ry '' Very

No1441I4ficult. I i,f 'cult Difficult' ,Easy' 'easy"'

'would" it be

to d4ithout
KM? 1.,:t

How do
benefit-4'4Ft! TFM

.coNpaeejfy. the

- 'time and;,4ffort

involved ?4

T1 63' 11.1., ' 27.0 34.9 27.p

T2 61 13.1 21.5 31'.1 26:2

Less

Exceed
. i

Equal than

. -''' ----

Ti 65' 55.4 23..1 . 2105
. .

Z2' 62 50.0 19:4 30.6

I °

t.

-

mart' resuli to these qUe stions.. ' , ,
.

. Nr

.

'As far as'r'espondents could tell, phone calls were reduced more than
4.

paper, and 1Upptity Of'Work increased more than quality of work; but a

good percent-pgereported positive changes in each benefit, and only a

small percentage, reported negative benefits. Indeed, the majority felt

that these and 'other benefits from TFM were worth the time .and effort.

involOed, - although fewer -,7 around two-fifths -- felt that it would be.

difficult to give up this SBMS. , i

9
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Nope of the changes between T1 and T2 in responses to these questions

was significant, indicating that users had achieved their equilibrium

relationship with TFM by Ti, or had'prior expectations and attitudes

about TFM's potential benefits which continued exposure to TFMdid,not

bffect.

The question of t-he relationship between benefits and levels of usage

(frequency and duration) is of 'paramount importance, Kowever:.clearly, a

manager is interested whether greater use of a CBMS will "read to;',

(here, associate with) greater perceived levels of benefits. Usingval-

TABLE 5. Associations of Usage with Perceived Benefits.

Benefit or Effect

Reducing cllsreceived
. Reducing calls Made

Reductng paper made
Reducing paper' received.

Increasing wor uantity
Iricreasing work quality

T2 Usage Levels of

Duration, ' Frequency

N R . N R

13 ****' 60 .40 ****

63 .55 **** 60 .,44-****

61 .28 -** ,.60
'3 .3,1 *** 60 .20 *

61 .44 **** 58 .33 ****

61 .46-**** 58 .24 **

'Difficulty giving up TFM. ,61'.58 t(*** , t7 2 ****
,

.Benefits exceed time/effort 61 .20 * 59 .12

NOTE: ResOtsfor available cases forweach corrblation are
reported rather than results for,the common sample-
(N=52) because in,ell instances the lower N produces

-lower correlations, indicating that light TFM users

were les6 ikepi to respond ,tci all of 'these

qquestions. .We did not wish to bias results against
heavier users.. Significance levels of correlations:.
*: p <.1; **: p <.Q5; ***: p<.01; *-)1.**: p .005

J

9

I

.

. (
Lied 0-om T2, Table Five presents those associations.

r
4

.
, ...--

The results indicate thdt higher levels of duration usage.essociate

quite strongly (for frequency, less so), with more positive responses to

the benefit questions, and greater "addiction",to the system. This

apparently straightforward result supports Vendors' pitches and the_fopd

hopes of many managers who decide fo implement CBMS. The one unexpected

'
result isrthatiebeavier: sit.wation of use doesnotsassociate with a strong'

,benefit' -to -cost ratio, untir onb realizes that greater duration ofuse

is, 61 fact, a.higher'leverdf tim

{

and elfaq; perceived benefits reach ,-

a pdint of diminishing (and per aps decreasing) returns affer some

threshold of.heavy- use. ae point out again, before" preceding to the

next sectionstr that there' were no significant chorines in' these

effect/benefit measures between Ti and T2, indicating that people who

A
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tend to become heavy -users of CBMS.have strong feelinT_about the
.

',, a appropriateness end benefits of OM early on, and _continued use over

time does notalter these feelings. Wilhout_going into detail, responv
dents:seemed also to have less a sense of_immediacy about their TFM com-
munications at T2 than at It. They also showed less willingness to put

up wit long messages on their screens or printers even though they did

not alter their low leyels 'of concern about junk mail and information
JO 4 . 'overload.

/ -
'rno4

-Aso of Different Channels/Media for Work Communication '

kes.pondents were also asked a voriety of questions about their use

. of diffeentmedia -- written Communication, telephone, interpersonal

contacts, and TFM.-- as,well as about their use of the various TFM corn-

mands, which offer different levels of CBMS sophistication and different
ways of.kandj-ing communications'with other users. This'section simply

presents sumNary statistics for these variables as well as associations
with'usage, while the next section shows how these variables interrelate

as' rough indicators of individdals' "media styles". Tables Six and

,ASeven provide the swmmary descriptions of media and command usage,'

Managers spent an equelvAptrcentage (about a 'third) of their tiwa

Mang personal contact and telephones for their work-related commUnica-
`)

tion, -followed by writing'a fifth of the time and using. TFM a seventh.

There were no significant changes over time for any channel'. However,

levels of some of the four media usage variables aid associate with frt-
,

quency,'of,'TFM use, duration of TFM use, and potential experience with

TFM lower, percent telephone use correlated with highir duration (.44,
and slightly with the frequency and number of weeks on TFM (07,

p<.1).; people who had been on the system longer tended to write a

smaller peccentage of their fork- related, communications- (R =.21, p<.06),

althOU6h there was no association with'frequency or d6ration of use;

%, there Alas no association between percentage of personal contact and,any

measure of TFM use; and.of course experience, duration and frequency

correlated signi.liOently (12-7.36, .53, .35, respectively, all p<.003)

with percentage of TFM use. Thus although no levels significantly

'decreased over time -- meaning th,Q, TFM does not become a generalized

substitute for_other media over time -- higher users do use the tele-

pholie less. The lack of association of writige with TFM use adds to the

suspicion , that TFM provides addition-al communication forms rather than

just substitutes for writing; it also Provide; a hint, discussed below,
that using a CBMS is a different style than writing (as well as personal

.contact) while heavy telephoners are likely to' be low users of This
.

mediuM (or, use of TFM decreases-telephone use).

1

Note that there was no decrease over time in the amount of personal

contact reported by Manageri who used TFM, nor did levels of system use

re/ate to use of this channel, contrary to 4ears often voiced about

increased organizational depersonalization due to CBMS implementation

Ind use. Indeed`, CS pe'rsonnetl, who on the average were heavy users rel-

ative to managers (and reported a high 'percentagloof TFM. use in their

Work-related communication (30 percent)) also reported thehighest per-

. centage of personal contact (35.perunt). The CS users did report a

13



TABLE 6. Use of Channels for Work-Related Communiation,

Channel Time Mean Median S.D. Max

Writing' T1 22.6 20.0 15.0 75*

(a) -_,

(e)

T2

CS

17.7

12.2
10:5

9.9

12.0

10.6

60

50--

Telephone. T1 28.8 26.0 14.8 75,

4b)
(f)

T2

CS

32.6

20.1

30.0,

15.3

18.4

15.0

93

-75

/Personal contact T1 ,33.5" 30.6 147.3 79

fc) T2 31.1 29.8 16.5 75

(g) CS 35.0. 32.5 19.9 90

TFM messaging Ti' 14.0 10.3. 11.7 50

(d)' T2 15.5 10.2 14'.7 60

(h) CS 30.0 24:8 L9.9 80

Media Styles, as Indicated by factors

(

WR are led to some more deteildid analyses or the following reasons:

usage,,,appcopriateness and benefits did not ange much over time; but

higher Levels of system usage associate with increases in_appropriate-

nessond benefits; some managers and most CS users, are heavier users,

yet.Phe heaviest (CS) 'users still eported the highest percentage of

per:sonal contacts; and there were similarities in media hind command

/(preferendes between CS and heavy managdrial users. Specifically, we

will inquire whether, rough indicators of certain personality or job-gill-

ated difference -- here called "media styles" -- are better explant-

4\

much lower level of telepiwne usage add a moderately lower level of

writing.,

,
Media Styles, as Indicated by factors

(

WR are led to some more deteildid analyses or the following reasons:

usage,,,appcopriateness and benefits did not ange much over time; but

higher Levels of system usage associate with increases in_appropriate-

nessond benefits; some managers and most CS users, are heavier users,

yet.Phe heaviest (CS) 'users still eported the highest percentage of

per:sonal contacts; and there were similarities in media hind command

/(preferendes between CS and heavy managdrial users. Specifically, we

will inquire whether, rough indicators of certain personality or job-gill-

ated difference -- here called "media styles" -- are better explant-

4\

vel of

writing.,

c.
- 12
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TABLE 7. Usage of TFM Commands and Related Facilities.

Mean_ Percentage `Responding ?'Yes"

Command . T1

Delete 'massage 89.2

Return reply 86.5

Read message 82.4

Send 'carbon' copy e,

File message on disk 59.5

. Forward message '41:°9

Printtmessage 37.8

'Tickle' file it 36.5

Mean ,4.9

Maximum .8

N 74

72 CS

4

96.9 ,.186.4

84.6 80.3

814 60..6

66.2 71.2

56.9 77.2
5d.8 63.6

49,.2 56.1

41.5 56.1

-5.3 5.

8

6 - 66

Standard deviation .2.0 1.9 2.3

Time 'N Mean Median S.D.
.

Percentage ---- -- ---- ,

,
----

,.-

of JFM , Ti 74 20.8 ',- 1' 0.2 25.5
,

messages T2 61 29.9
...

19-.9 '28.4

you print? CS 66 26.8 g0.1 24-.0

File the T1- 62

copies that T2 '62

you print? CS 65

See yourself
as initiator
o -f messages J2 54

or, respolider,,? CS 64.

Always o Some- Never or

almost alw ys times rarely

46.8
35.4

Initiator

27.8

28.1

40.3
40.3
47.7

17.7

25.4

16.9.

Both Responder

9.3' 63.0

35.9 35.9

.,

tions of differences in impacts, and benefits than are the/
straightforward usage levels. The traditional explanation is that

greater use,' up to a point, associates with greater benefits. We feel

that this is too simplistic'a conclusion, and could lead to erroneous

conclusions for organizational managers implementing, and personnel '

using,' CBMS. -- such as a policy to make all employees (at a given orga-

nizatinal level, in a part icular.division, etc.) use a CBMS based on the

belief that uniformly positive benefits will'accrue. The preceding ana-

1 lyses indicate that "media style" -- a marked personal preferenCe, or

job requirement, for using a particular communication channel in'getting

one's job done -- may be an important factor in a user's use and evalua-

tion of an organization's CBMS'.

- 13 -
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Because of the small sample sizes and the inAercorrelations among the
relevant variables, and in an attempt find sets of variables which would
serve as indicators of media styles, the primary media and TFM Variables
were factor-analyzed., Three.TFM commands (read, delete, reply) were.not
included,because of their high reported usage by all respondents. Fre-

quency of use was not included due to its high correlation with dura-

tion4. 1.6e variable which asked respondents to rate themselves on a

Scale as to whether they were primarily an initiator-of communications,

a resppder, or both (the middle value) was added to detect any aspect

of activeness or passivity in the use of particular channels,

Table Eight presents the results. Three factors with eigenvalues

greater than 1.0., explaining 91% of'the variance, resulted-after rotat-

ing the initial 11'factors They seem to represent three media styles.

The 'first, called "TFM", is characterized by high duration and percent-

age of TFM use as well as high use of the copying and forwarding com-

mands, with a very slight indication that such a user tends to be an

'initiator of communication. Users with a TFM media style do not prefer
using,the telephone (or their jobs do, not carlAor.such usage)-, or TFM

usage can substitute for, and replace, a coni-iClerable amount of.tele-

TABLE 8. Media Style Factors and Factor Loadings.

VariaOle

Factor Names and Loadings

I

Commun- TFMpas

ality TFM Personal Writing complement

< Writing
% Telephoning
Personal contact

Duration-of use
%.TFM-Toe
Responder
'Carbpn copy' use

-
.89 -0.13 -0.05% -0.93' . -0.07

.95 -0.65 '-0.57w 0.38.. -0.19

.90 0.04 0.98 0..07 '.. 0.02:

.45 0.56 , 0.04
1

0.08 0.34
..

.87 0.83 -0.24 0.21 0,26 -4,

.39 -0.19 0.14 0.Q5 -0.57

.36 a-Ali 0.19. 0.09 0.35

Filing use .26 0.04 0.12 0.04 0.48

ForWarding use .52 0.68 0.19 . 0.12 4 0.03

Listing use .0 0.29 -0.63 0.29 , 0.15

Tickler file use .37 40.22 0.00 0.26 0.49

Eiainvalue
Varianceyexplained (%)

3.13 1:15 1.02 1 d.57

50.2 , 24.3 ,16.4 9.1

NOTE: N = 51;
Factors' are Varimax-Rotated Principal Components ( rthogonal).

phone use.

14 -
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The second factor we call the "Personal" style.-2 Associated with a

very high loading by the percentage of'perS, al :contact variabl "e are,

again, an aversion to (or inverted relatTiO with) telephone usage,

and a sligiAtrer aversion to (or inverte relat'rohship with TFM usage.

The third media style is represented by higher telephone usage, but

much more by a low percentage of writing.,. This "(Non)Writing" style

shows a small tendency_ to use TFM -- basically fot. listing off ext --

and some deferring of files to later times. N,
4

The last, non-significant, factor, is primarily characterized by

users who consider themselves initiators', and the-TFM commands loading

on this factor are the more sophisticated ones. -Thus, this media style

appearSsto represent complementary use of TFM -snot , using TFM to sub-

stitute for, or avoid other mediaS abut a style of TFM use which communi-
cation.4nitiatorithout strong channel preferences might take on as a

newar additional style.

A last comment on the threefctors is that using the 'telephone does

not appear to #.e an independent media style, but exists only ?in relation:

to the three ofher channels. ThOs, those who prefer or need to4use TFM,,

persopa Il contact and writing apparently use the telephone only n
,

iAerse,relation.to'each of these ettiefs. ' Using the telephone then, may'

be the channel most likely, to be substa?Ited by Other channels when they'

become as available or as efficient. Indeed,' one of the primary, and

most frustrating, organizational uses of -the telephone is to exchange;

mess ges. This is precisely'on'e of the communication tasks for which

TFM i deemed appropr!iate, and for which it is most efficient, because

the y der does not have to wait for the recipient.- Indeed, of the neg-
'ative relationships involying telephone, the strongest is with M. The ,

next strongest, with personal communication; is rikely due to the other

kind of.communication task for which TFM (and other mediating channels)

- is least appropriate: face-to-face communications irlvbiNing statii7s,
. "

negotiation, getting to know one another, etc.

Having extracted these clearly defined "media style" factors, we now

consider whether TFM usage le user evaluation is'better specified by

, media style than by simple levels of usage.

Relationships Among Usage, Media Styles, and Outcomes

If the hints from the preceding analyses are valid that something

than, or in addition lo, ,simple usage of TFM is invol'ved in users!

reported outcomes (usage, appropriateness, .change in communication net-

works and ben its) -- theb we should see some e.t t'he explained variance

in these out ome measures shift over to4Tiedia style, or other, variables
from the si ple usage meaSures. Three new media style variables were

created from factor scores of the' first three factors described above

(intercorrelations among these new variables were all less than .06).,

Then, using different sets of outcome variables as dependent variables,.
separate hierarchical multiple regressions used several variables in the

following manner.
(
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A

Hierarchical entering of the variables is 'justified here because

there is a logical progression in the presumed relationship of certain

activities and'the Voter reported outcomes, First collies simple access

to the system, most gvertly by having a terminal on one's desk. For

measures.of system usage the objective measure of number of weeks since

receiving trai;1-ing (exp rience) is more general, and ts-'3fitered before

the terminal-on-desk me sure. For changes in communication networks, we

Posit that organizatio al status may have someinfluence on by one

Would receive new contacts -- lower status managers wanting to communi-

cate with higher status managers, etc. and thus ,'very rough ensure

of the organizational statqsof the users' university division ( igh or

low, is entered at tikais stage. Access to ,a printer in one's bun ding

could affect how a user perceives the levels of paper sent and receiv d,

sew that measure is entered 'after the terminal- oh -de'%k measure for

paper-related benefits. Then the three factors were entered, in a pro-

gression from less to more socially-distant, las defined by Short, et al.

(1976): first the "personal w style, then the "non-writing" style, then

the "TFM" style. The results of these sets of multVe regressions
appear in TablerNine.

.
4

Table Nine in general supports our notion that "media styl has a I,

lot to 4:..io with reported' user evaluations of TFM and its .impacts.

Lndeed, the TFM usage factor/varjable hds ,,significant coefficient only

(/

for a good cost-benefit evaluation and producing more paper.. Cur.ouslY%
the other_ two media style variables alsb associate significant y with

the costbenefit dependent variable: higher 'use of or preferencq for

p onal contact and TFM usage, -and lower pvels of required or prefer-

red'wriaing, , tend to lead tObetter coat-benefit evaluations (Table

. Eight does -how that soM'e small use of TFM comirnds also load on the

personal contact factor.) Thus, 'TFM users' who like (or whose jabs

require) writing to other organilational members are those who will most 1

likely feel that g.CBMSis more trouble than its's Werth. . In the paper

production equation, it is perhaps not surprising that stronger TFM uee

leads to more paper, particularly if auseivhas .a hard-5ppy terminal.

However,* this result counters claims ft:16 t'paperless" offices stemming

simply from .use of a CBMS, at least for thp first few months.

The regression equation' for an overall positive appopriateness score
i$ the strongest in 'Fable Nine, and the non-writing variable is tiie

sole, and strong, significant contributor. Not preferring (i.e.; liking

or needing) to write (but slightly preferring telephone) is similarily a

strong predictor of reported increased work qualify, and greater per-

centage and duration of.TFM systeniLuse. 'Preferring jp. write is a sig-
,

nificant,predictor of pol making pew communicatT6 contacts (in spite of
a non-significant overall equation), of feeling it would be easy to give

Up TFM, and of feeling that one's work habits were not cha6ged. These

resvIts are consistent with a develop.ing picture of a media style which

prerei writing, does nok much prefer telephoning, andis indifferent to

personal contact- or TF ; i.e., this bile is indebendenl'ef the two

extremes in social tance (personal and electronic),T and is thus not

likely to be af/ected much by a CBMS.
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TABLE 9. Multiple Regression Results.

\11

Independent Variables, in Order of

Entry, and Coefficients

Dependent- , Cons-

Variable stant

4r Appropriateness 4.58

%

EDesk

term.

,',.67'

..4-

Pers- Non-
onal writing T

.24 1.47*** .32

Multiple'
Corr.

R = .59***

O

Beta wts.(a) .16 .13 .58' .17 F = 4.78

Work quality 3.39;' -,07 '.-.01 '.313 *** .08 R = .474

Beta wts'. (a) -.06 -..02 .43 .14 F 2.59

v Work quantity 3,62 -%17 .02 .09.14 Rc .34

Beta wts. (a) '.:1 %04 .11 .25 F = 1.21
op

Cost-benefit 1,82 ,24 . .18*f .32* .23* R = .43*

Beta wts. (a) .13 2 .29 .27 F = 2.01

Hard to give up 2.51 ..18 15 -.60***-.17 R = .61***

...Bet'a wts., (a) ..10 -.18 -.51 -.20 F = 5.42 Nr
Habit changes 1.04 .19 -.03 -.21**e .03 R = .52**

5eta,44s.1 (b) ' -.17, 7.061 -.49 .07 F = 2086

' Print r .

nearb

Receive paper 2.51 .08- -100 .41*** .06 .11 R = ..16

Beta wts. (c) .04 -.00 05 .05 .14 F = .18

Produce paper 1.86 .27 1 .07 34*** -.21 .25* R = .49*

Beta wts. (c) x.12 :03 37 -.17 .27 ,F = 2.13,

Organ.

status

Receive contacts .96 .26* .07 .02 -.08 -.07 R = .37

ikta wts. (d) ..25 .06 .05 -.13 F = 1.12

Send contacts 1.36 .03 .0'8. , d-.25***-.00 R = ,38

Beta wts. (d) .03 .08 -.01 -.38 =.qo . F = 1.21

Desk

Weeks Term.

Use: duration 2,25 . .001 -.43***.01 .33*** , R = .57**
.i0 ik,

Beta wts. (e) .01 -.33 .02 .40 ,z =F 5.62 0

`Use: 7: TFM 16.82 .34 -5.82* 1.6? 6.07** R =. .484**

Beta wts. (e) . .17 -.18 .11 .30 -F = 3.53

Degrees of frdedom:
(6) 4;36 (b) 4,31 (b) 5,33 (d) 5,35 (e) 4,46
Sialllificance le'vels for coefficients and correlations:,

*f p < .1; **: p < .05; ***4--p < .01.

4.
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,ThesothermedLa style, "personal contacts!', associates, as noted
,

above, with good cost-benefit evaluation of TFM, with increased paper

.....,

receplion,, but decreased paper. production. This inverse relationship

with paper might be explained 1.).) the fact that, TFM usage itself does not

' enter into the personal'factor, but the TFMcommands that reduce paper

-tcc, forwarding, filing) road slightly. The dove oping picture of this

:style is oRe which responds mara than initiates, is rather indifferent

to TFM, but will use it t'o do reduce some paper workand respond easily

to electronic messages. Under this style incoming electi:onic messages

are noticed precisely because theittyle represents a preference for per-

sonal, and not socially.distant, communications. -----.

We note that organizational status did not play a role in the amount

\of new contacts received or made; havihg a printer nearby did not play a
role in the reported,-levels of paper received or produced; and simple

exposUre to TFM did not contribute to predicting TFM ddration or per-

centage usage. Having a,terminpl on ones desk served as a predictor

only in receiving new contacts (confirming.our notion of the passive

aspact .of receiving contacts, as no "style" variable contributed), and

in using TFM4more (thus confirming the importance of direct acdess to a

terminal+; .

SUMMARY

This analysis of use of a Computer-Based Messaging System Pemented,

in a universitiporganization for usetby high-level managers, and by

experienced ,computer division personnel, has provided replicating

results for several of the research questions. Usage levels measured

several months -after an initial usage measurement wore significantly

less frequent-, aljehough, duration of 'usage remained similar; prior

resu4 lts also show declines and then stabiliied usage levejs'a More expe-

riencedrienced users reported higher usage levels, but not much different from

the highest managerial users4 Both resultsndicate that "experienced"
use of a-CBMS can be reached i mn a matter of months.

TFM was deemed appropriate for precisely the settle kinds of communica-

tion tasks for which many other communication technologies (othe CBMS,
teleconferenciffg, etc.) have been reported acceptable. Typically, these

tasks are [hose, nbt requiring close perceivedt.social distance; that is,,

for the ,More,personal and sensitive comt ications. Here, however,

although the experienced computer0.divisi. _users evaluated TFM as more

appropriate, 'there was a slight (but not overall), decl rn-a- in appropri-

ateness For some tasks fdr the managerial users, who naturally engage in
more of the sotally close and lensitive communications.

° POported benefits were largely positive, leadin9 to decreased mate-

rial and media usage, increased work quality anti quantity, and increased
benefit-to-cost ratio and addiction 'to the system. The e results are

also general replications of much prior research. A large percentage of

new communication contacts were made and these were primarily lateral

and downward, although non-surveyed users of lower organizational status

clearly, began sending messages upward. ,
.

,
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Reported. percentage of communication channel` use (personal contac.t4,

writing, telephone and electronic messaging) -shot...Jed the two most

socially "close" channels, personal' contact and telephone, `the most pre

with writing and rEm use trailing,

Willi respect to the relationship between reported use -and reported

benefits and impacts, the typical relationship held quite strongly:

with some variations and exceptions, greater system use associated with

more positive benefits and impacts.t

Ordinarily' we would have stoppe d here and reported an acceptable apd
repeated conclusion about how such CBMS are goad things for the office.
But several relationships hinted that this would have been a simplistic

conclusion. For example: although usage associated willypositive bene-
fit and imp ts, there were no changes or increases in these benefits

and impacts er a considerable time; the number of weeks on the sys-

tem did not ssociate with usage levelsi more curiously, the very high-

est and most experienced users (computer services personnel) reported

the highest JeVel of personal'Oontact in theirwork-related communica--..

Hen; finally, there were no significant changes in percentages of the
various communication medi4 used, except r writing. Several explana-

tions arose: tatal ttluilibrium u and relationships ecourred very

rapildlY, and yet were unrelated to t e \actual number,o(weeks en,the'

system; people just' had a. picture their heads of expected benefit;,

and impacts, and thesepictures were unrelated ,to actual usage,16Vels

over time; 4or thece was some more complicated relationship among use.;
media use, and reported benefits and impacts.

Facto$11c analysis revealed t;he existence of something,we have called'

"media styles",..*.ich indiCate either personality7related preferences or

job-related requirements for:different communication channels,. When

entered into multiple regressions involving the ben efits, impacts and.

usage levels as ependent variables, along, with a 'few other theore,tical-,

ly=stipul ted variables, these dedia,styles account for almost all the

stgnificant red)Ciabiltty of the outcome variables. This1is especially
41.,,,,s,

3 - true for a media style defined by low'faVels of writing acrd mild levels
.

of telephoning -- precisely where a CBMS can best ".fit" if- appropriate,

for the task, and is easiest to "ignore" if not.
.

.

. . .
..._

The implications of these results are three-fold:
(-1) Electronic mes-saging- in an oi-.:ganiiation there're

-university) will Dive less actual significant iliePacts

than people will attribute to it. c

2) CBMS technologies should be matched tii-appropriate
organizational tasks, rather than indiscriminately

0 thrust into all communication activities
(3) Personality traits and media styles which affect '

the use oat such technologies will'be'a major factor .

-in the acceptance, and'conseqdences, of these
computer-mediated.communication systems, ---

.

. . .. . t . ...-

'Hiltz and :Kerr (1981: 192) have.8'ompiledlOhe moat comprehensive

reviewoITCBMS impacts to date. ' Their summation argues that the main

1 .4.,`
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predictors of- system use are "motivations of the participant before .

they ever signed on,' rather than reactions to dspeCis of the sys in; of4'',> .
,

-skills such as typing speed or previpus experience with computers,or

computer terminals". They also imply that there is no absoluteel'substi= ,

tut ion" or "tradeoff" among-media: the main effect is to ,in8reaSe the 4' v

total- amount of communication a person oes, and secondari.ly_to decreilse,

a few other media, such as telephone r mail.
1

.
I

,

,

^4114.-

We concur, and we encourage researchers and implementors to consider,
more c9refully_the relationship between ute and outcomes. In riarticu'-

lar, we hope to Measure personality and job traits more accurately in \4°

fu,ture research.

r
NOTE

The authors would like to express our gratitude to Dr. Carson Agnew,

Jane Kingston, linnea Marenco, Dr. An Porteus, John TaY'lr, ,Marlys

White and Ed Williams of the TFM evaluatAdn committee for a fruitful

collabotation:.We 'thank Dr. John Jes;en for hi's critical reading of an

earlier version of this paper. System users not evaluated here include
some paying users on campus and remote users accessing TFM through,-EDU-

NET, TELERET, TYMNET, and local -telephone; ther

TFM users. As o.f this writing, thq TFM system

e are currently over 440 -

has been reprogrammed to

decrease costs and response wait, renamed "CONTACT", integrated into'a'
university-wide communication and support systeM, and offered at a sub-

sidized price.
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